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[1] The interaction of the solar wind (SW) with the magnetic field of Mercury is investigated by means of a three dimensional parallelized multispecies hybrid model. A comparison between two mathematical representations of Mercury’s intrinsic magnetic field is studied. The first model is an Offset Dipole (OD) having the offset and dipolar moment reported by Anderson et al. (2011). The second model is a combination of a Dipole and a Quadrupole (DQ), the total field is fitted to the offset dipolar field, for northern latitudes greater than 50°. Simulations reproduce the features which characterize Mercury’s interaction with the SW, encompassing the Bow Shock (BS), the magnetosheath, the magnetotail, the “cusps” region and the neutral current sheet. Global hybrid simulations of the Hermean magnetosphere run for the OD and DQ models demonstrate that the southern parts of the magnetospheres produced by the OD and DQ models differ greatly in topology and volume meanwhile their northern parts are quite similar. In particular the DQ model exhibits a dome of closed field lines around the south pole in contrast to the OD. Without further information on the intrinsic magnetic field of the planet in the southern region which should be provided by BepiColombo after year 2020, we can only speculate on the influence of the different magnetic topologies on the magnetospheric dynamics.


1. Introduction

[2] Mariner 10 flybys revealed a substantial intrinsic magnetic field, a small but highly time-variable magnetosphere and a detached Bow Shock (BS) [Ness et al., 1975; Ogilvie et al., 1977; Russell et al., 1988]. A preliminary study of magnetometer data from Mariner 10 first flyby inferred the presence of a magnetic dipole [Ness et al., 1974]. Magnetic field data were interpreted using a spherical harmonic development in order to obtain a multipolar decomposition of the observed field up to the second order [Ness et al., 1975, 1976]. This analysis suggested a centered dipole representation of Mercury’s intrinsic magnetic field and established constraints on its dipole moment. Higher order multipoles were associated to external sources (contributions from magnetosheath and plasma sheet currents).

MESSENGER observations during the three flybys of Mercury brought additional information and set on the front page the investigation of the structure and the origin of Mercury’s magnetic field. The first MESSENGER flyby leads to an estimate of the dipolar moment equal to 230–290 nT × R_M, 1/100 of Earth’s dipolar moment, and a non-dipolar contribution corresponding at most to 52% of the dipole field [Anderson et al., 2008]. Alexeev et al. [2010] have used a paraboloidal model combined with an Offset Dipole (OD) representation proposed by Ness et al. [1974] to compute Mercury’s magnetospheric field during MESSENGER flybys. A dipole moment of 196 nT × R_M with a Northward offset of 405 km resulted from this investigation. Since the orbital insertion, of MESSENGER on March 18th 2011, investigations of Mercury’s intrinsic magnetic field have been carried further and Anderson et al. [2011] reached the conclusion that a northward shifted dipole with a northward offset equal to 484 ± 11 km and a dipolar moment of 195 nT × R_M provides a good approximation in the light of MESSENGER observations at northern latitudes higher than 30°. Anderson et al. [2011] also emphasized that the observed field is well represented by combined dipolar and quadrupolar terms in a spherical harmonic analysis of MESSENGER magnetic field data above 30°N.

[3] In addition, Mariner 10 observations enlightened the absence of substantial atmosphere and ionosphere but an upper limit of exospheric species such H, He and O, have
been deduced [Broadfoot et al., 1976]. Ground based observations demonstrated that Mercury has a very changing exosphere and additional exospheric components, Na, K and Ca, were identified [Potter and Morgan, 1985, 1986; Bida et al., 2000; Leblanc et al., 2006]. MESSENGER flybys refined the knowledge of Mercury’s exosphere, confirmed the highly asymmetrical distributions of Na and Ca around Mercury and revealed the presence of Mg in the exosphere [McClintock et al., 2008, 2009]. Na observations show a stronger emission near the poles of Mercury while Ca emission increases from dusk to dawn [McClintock et al., 2008]. The distribution of exospheric components is related to processes that supply and deplete the exosphere. Since Mercury’s exobase coincides with the surface of the planet, a part of the exosphere originates from the extraction of atoms from the surface. Extraction processes due to Solar Wind (SW) sputtering, thermal and photon stimulated desorptions and micrometeoroid impacts are described by Killen et al. [2007].

Mercury’s exosphere and magnetosphere are strongly dependent since the exosphere ionization is a source of planetary ions which supply Mercury’s magnetosphere [Killen et al., 2007; Zurbuschen et al., 2008, 2011]. MESSENGER reported on the plasma composition in Mercury’s vicinity and emphasized the presence of ionized exospheric populations such Na+, K+ and O+, to mention only them [Zurbuschen et al., 2008; Slavin et al., 2008; Raines et al., 2011].

In addition to observations, meaningful efforts of modeling have been lead on Mercury. Numerical simulations offer a global description of the SW interaction with Mercury, allow setting back in situ measurements in a three dimensional context and help to separate temporal from spatial fluctuations. Magnetohydrodynamic and hybrid simulations have been performed to simulate Mercury’s interaction with the SW.

Hybrid simulations of Trávníček et al. [2007] highlighted variations of the position of the BS with SW pressure by testing low and high pressure cases in order to mimic SW conditions at Mercury’s aphelion and perihelion. This study leads in particular to a very small stand-off distance of the SW in the high pressure case. The role of the Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF) direction in determining the structure of the magnetosphere has been investigated by Killio and Janhunen [2004] and Trávníček et al. [2010]. Trávníček et al. [2010] highlight substantial differences, especially for the position of the BS and the magnetospheric configuration, between purely northward and southward IMF cases. Hybrid simulations using the IMF orientations of the first (northward IMF) and second (southward IMF) flybys of MESSENGER and the SW plasma parameters at Mercury’s aphelion were performed by Wang et al. [2010] and, with an adaptive model, by Müller et al. [2011]. As Trávníček et al. [2010], these studies emphasized important differences between the results given by the two configurations of the IMF. A general conclusion from numerical investigations stressed that the Hermean magnetosphere is affected by external conditions and, due to its compact size, responds quickly to changes of the interplanetary environment [Fujimoto et al., 2007]. Such fast magnetospheric configurations are supported by MESSENGER flybys plasma observations [Raines et al., 2011].

Due to the lack of an ionosphere, the conductivity of the planetary surface plays a crucial role in the closure of the currents system. The effects of surface conductivity models were investigated by Janhunen and Kallio [2004], and magnetospheric asymmetries were pointed out. The intrinsic magnetic field is an important driver of the nature of the SW/Mercury interaction but the lack of low altitude observations of the magnetic field above the southern hemisphere of Mercury does not allow definitive conclusions about the topology of the planetary magnetic field. Kabin et al. [2008] performed MHD simulations with different sources of Mercury’s magnetic field comparing a tilted dipolar magnetic field with a tilted dipolar and quadrupolar magnetic field. Valuable information can be deduced on the internal structure of Mercury by studying its magnetosphere and trying to separate for internal and external contributions to magnetic fields observations by MESSENGER. However, the ever changing interplanetary conditions induce a variability of the magnetospheric field which could be of the same order as differences between models of the planetary field making their discrimination uncertain. MESSENGER orbits for which solar wind and IMF conditions do not change significantly while the satellite is crossing the magnetosphere can be used for an accurate determination of the internal field [Kabin et al., 2008]. They investigate the multipole development of Mercury’s intrinsic magnetic field and quantify the external magnetic field. This study supports a multipole representation with both dipole and non-dipole terms for Mercury’s magnetic field. Vogt et al. [2004, 2007] have shown that large scale current systems and magnetic field topology of quadrupolar magnetospheres have a considerable influence on the global magnetospheric configuration.

The present study aims first, to investigate the interaction of Mercury’s intrinsic magnetic field with the SW by the means of hybrid simulation and second, to establish the sensitivity of the global interaction upon the representation of the Hermean internal field. Two representations of the internal magnetic field are tested: 1/ a northward OD, according to Anderson et al. [2011], 2/ a combination of a centered DQ fitted to the OD in order to comply with MESSENGER observations above 50°N latitudes. The hybrid model used to perform the simulations and models of intrinsic magnetic field are described in section 2 while the simulation results are presented and discussed in sections 3 and 4.

2. Simulations
2.1. The Hybrid Model
The model used in this study adopts a so-called hybrid formalism where fully kinetic description is applied to ions meanwhile electrons are treated as mass less fluid which ensures the charge neutrality of the plasma and contributes to the total current and pressure. This hybrid model is based on the CAM-CL algorithm [Matthews, 1994] and is adapted version of the Martian and Titan simulation models [Modolo et al., 2005; Modolo and Chanteur, 2008]. The present model has been parallelized and adapted to describe the SW interaction with the Hermean magnetosphere. The present study does not require a kinetic treatment but we use the hybrid simulation model and program that we are presently
developing in order to investigate general plasma processes around Mercury where kinetic effects cannot be ignored.

The coordinate system used is the following: the x axis corresponds to the Sun-Mercury direction (the SW flows in the +X direction), the Z axis is positive normal to the orbital plane (the magnetic dipole moment of Mercury’s intrinsic field points in the –Z direction) and the y axis completes the right-handed system. The simulation is performed in a three dimensional box with 186 \times 400 \times 400 mesh nodes equally spaced by \Delta = 3 \ c/\omega_p \approx 120 \ km, where c/\omega_p is the ion inertia length of undisturbed SW protons. The computational domain is thus limited to -4.5 \ R_M < X < 4.5 \ R_M, -9.8 \ R_M < Y, Z < 9.8 \ R_M with \ R_M being Mercury’s radius.

The time step equals to 0.05 \Omega_{ci}^{-1} = 2.5 \times 10^{-2} \ s, where \Omega_{ci} is the proton gyrofrequency of the undisturbed SW. A steady state is reached after about three crossing times of the SW through the simulation domain which corresponds to 6000 time steps.

The SW plasma is injected in the YZ plane at X = -4.5 \ R_M (entry face of the simulation) with a Maxwellian velocity distribution and exits freely in the YZ at X = +4.5 \ R_M (exit plane). The IMF and the motional electric field (E = -v \times B) are imposed at the entry face (Neuman conditions) while open/free boundaries (zero gradient) are set in the exit plane (Dirichlet conditions). Periodic conditions are applied to lateral faces for both particles and electromagnetic fields. The outer crust and mantle conductivities are poorly constrained by observations or models. Assuming that the Hermean regolith and mantle have similar electric properties than the Moon leads to conductivity values ranging from 10^{-9} \ Sm^{-1} to 10^3 \ Sm^{-1} [Glassmeier, 1997], resulting in variations of the height-integrated conductivity over six decades (\Sigma = 0.05 – 50000 \ S). Under these circumstances, no conductivity terms are setup in the obstacle but the Hermean intrinsic magnetic field is imposed at each time step inside the obstacle (from 0.75 \ R_M to the surface). Particles impacting the planet are stopped in the obstacle leading to zero ion velocity.

### 2.2. The Simulation Parameters

The simulation model includes two ion species: SW protons and alpha particles with respective percentages of 95% and 5%. Planetary ions are not modeled in this study and therefore we assume that the contribution of planetary plasma to the current is negligible.

The simulation has been performed with a realistic set of SW plasma parameters at Mercury’s aphelion: a plasma density of 32 cm^{-3}, a proton temperature of 11.2 eV (and 44.8 eV for alpha particles) and a bulk speed of 430 km/s [Mitillo et al., 2005].

### 2.3. The Intrinsic Magnetic Field Models

Two simulations have been performed with different models of the intrinsic magnetic field: an OD and the combination of a dipole and a quadrupole (DQ).

The first simulation (SIMU1) is completed with a northward (+Z) OD of 484 km with respect to the center of the planet and with a magnetic moment which equals \mathbf{m}_d = -196 \ nT \times \mathbf{R}_M^3 e_z, in agreement with MESSENGER observations [Anderson et al., 2011].

In this approximation, the intrinsic magnetic field is expressed as \mathbf{B}_d(r - r_c), where \mathbf{r}_c is the vector position of the center of the shifted dipole, the dipolar field being given by

\[
\mathbf{B}_d(r) = \frac{\mu_0}{4\pi||r||^3} \left(3 \frac{r[m_d,r]}{||r||^2} - m_d\right).
\]

The second simulation (SIMU2) involves a combination of centered dipolar and quadrupolar fields (DQ), which is the beginning of the multipolar development of the magnetic field. The respective contributions of the magnetic dipole and quadrupole are weighted by coefficients \mathbf{c}_d and \mathbf{c}_q. The resulting magnetic field can be written in the following form:

\[
\mathbf{B}_{dq}(r, c_d, c_q) = c_d \mathbf{B}_d(r) + c_q \mathbf{B}_q(r).
\]

The quadrupolar field \mathbf{B}_q is expressed as:

\[
\mathbf{B}_q(r) = \frac{\mu_0}{4\pi||r||^3} \left(5 \frac{r[r,r]}{||r||^2} - 2I\right) \mathbf{Q} r,
\]

where \mathbf{Q} is the quadrupolar moment tensor, with \mathbf{Q}_0 = 196 \ nT \times \mathbf{R}_M^4:

\[
\mathbf{Q} = \mathbf{Q}_0 \left(\begin{array}{ccc} 1 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & -2 \end{array}\right).
\]

Due to its highly eccentric polar orbit with a periapsis located near the north geographic pole, MESSENGER explores the Hermean magnetosphere at altitudes low enough to analyze the source of the planetary magnetic field in the northern hemisphere. But this bias of the orbital coverage restrains comparisons between observations and models to sufficiently high northern latitudes. Here \mathbf{c}_d and \mathbf{c}_q coefficients are adjusted to produce a resulting magnetic field \mathbf{B}_{dq} comparable to the shifted dipole approximation for northern latitudes higher than 50°.
The dipolar and quadrupolar contributions to the total field are determined by the least squares method leading to \( c_d \) and \( c_q \) coefficients equal to 0.72 and 0.38.

3. Results

3.1. Global Results

The main features of the three-dimensional magnetic field draping around Mercury can be discussed by examining two-dimensional cuts of the simulation domain. Figure 1 is composed of four panels displaying maps of the total magnetic field computed from SIMU1 and SIMU2 (this plane contains the SW and the IMF directions). Figures 1a and 1b display the solution in the XY plane for SIMU1 and SIMU2, while Figures 1c and 1d present \( B_{tot} \) in the XZ plane (respectively for SIMU1 and SIMU2). Figure 1 shows the deformation of the intrinsic magnetic field caused by its interaction with the SW; this is also visible on the representation of the magnetic field magnitude (in nT) mapped in (a and b) the XY plane and (c and d) the XZ plane, for SIMU1 (Figures 1a and 1c) and SIMU2 (Figures 1b and 1d). In each figure, Mercury is represented by the white disk and the projections of MESSENGER trajectory of April 23, 2011 are over plotted on the maps (black dashed lines). The green dot represents the projection of the Closest Approach position and the portion of MESSENGER trajectory corresponding to the time interval between 18:20 UTC and 19:10 UTC is represented by the black bold solid line. The beginning of MESSENGER trajectory is represented by the red arrow. The directions of the IMF and of the SW bulk velocity are indicated in Figure 1a.

Figure 1. Magnetic field magnitude (in nT) mapped in (a and b) the XY plane and (c and d) the XZ plane, for SIMU1 (Figures 1a and 1c) and SIMU2 (Figures 1b and 1d). In each figure, Mercury is represented by the white disk and the projections of MESSENGER trajectory of April 23, 2011 are over plotted on the maps (black dashed lines). The green dot represents the projection of the Closest Approach position and the portion of MESSENGER trajectory corresponding to the time interval between 18:20 UTC and 19:10 UTC is represented by the black bold solid line. The beginning of MESSENGER trajectory is represented by the red arrow. The directions of the IMF and of the SW bulk velocity are indicated in Figure 1a.
Figure 2
Table 2. Parameters $L$ and $\varepsilon$ and Additional Characteristics of the Conic Sections Representing the BS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>$L$ (RM)</th>
<th>$E$</th>
<th>$X_0$ (RM)</th>
<th>$L_X$ (RM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moldovan et al. [2011]</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>+0.5</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slavin et al. [2009]</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>+0.5</td>
<td>1.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIMU1 (XY plane, XZ plane)</td>
<td>4.3, 4.5</td>
<td>0.92, 1.05</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIMU2 (XY plane, XZ plane)</td>
<td>4.1, 4.1</td>
<td>0.9, 1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>+0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$X_0$ and $L_X$ correspond respectively to the conic section center distance and the SW stand-off distance to the planet center. For each simulation the fits are different in the XY plane and in the XZ plane: the simulated BS is not exactly cylindrically symmetrical. Moldovan et al. [2011] calculations take into account an offset along the Z axis of +0.2RM which is not indicated in the table.

Field lines on Figure 2. Different boundaries and regions can be identified in simulation results such as the BS, the magnetopause (MP), the magnetosheath, the magnetotail, the cross tail current sheet and the magnetic “cusps.”

Figure 2 shows the magnetic field lines corresponding to the simulated magnetic field for SIMU1 (Figures 2a and 2c) and SIMU2 (Figures 2b and 2d). Closed field lines are represented in red in Figures 2a and 2b in the XZ plane and open field lines are represented in the XY plane. Note that two types of open field lines appear on Figures 2c and 2d, open field lines clearly connected to the IMF are represented in magenta and field lines that are neither connected to the IMF nor closed in the tail are represented in blue. Due to the finite size of the simulated domain there are four types of magnetic field lines: i/ IMF lines just cross the simulation domain from one face to another one, they are not tied to the planet, ii/ field lines having one end on the planet and having near the other end a rectilinear segment parallel to the undisturbed IMF upstream of the BS, they can be identified as reconnected open field lines and they present an angular point at their crossing of the BS, iii/ field lines tied to the planet at both extremities which are clearly closed magnetospheric field lines, iv/ last there are field lines connected to the planet at one end only and crossing a boundary face of the simulation domain without having crossed the BS, these lines are either closed magnetospheric field lines or open field line connected to the IMF but there is no way to discriminate these two possibilities without enlarging the simulation domain. Field lines of the fourth type will not be discussed further and are not considered in the following discussion. Such uncertainty about the closure or the connection to the IMF of the field lines arises because of the limited size of the simulation domain.

The feet of the reconnected field lines feet are plotted on Figures 2e and 2f and give an indication of the position of the “cusps.” In terrestrial magnetospheric physics the cusps are regions located inside the nominal magnetopause and filled by magnetosheath like plasma [Cargill et al., 2005]. These regions encompass open field lines connected to the IMF on the dayside. These regions correspond also to large precipitating fluxes of SW protons resulting in efficient production of exospheric Na atoms by sputtering of the planetary surface. “Cusps” are located in both northern and southern hemispheres. The largest “cusp” region is present on the southern hemisphere for both simulations. Modeling efforts showed that the location and size of the “cusps” are driven by the IMF direction [Massetti et al., 2003, 2007; Kalilo and Janhunen, 2004; Trávníček et al., 2007]. Potter et al. [2006] reported observations of Na in polar region hypothetically extracted from the surface by SW ions sputtering [Potter and Morgan, 1990]. Na excess was observed either in the northern or in the southern hemisphere depending on the SW configuration allowing SW ions impact on the surface. Leblanc et al. [2009] present ground based observations of Mercury’s Na exosphere with the telescope THEMIS and observed peaks of Na emission in both hemispheres but stronger in the southern hemisphere. [23] SIMU1 and SIMU2 present large similarities in the Northern hemisphere (+Z hemisphere, Figures 1c and 1d and Figures 2e and 2f), locations of BS, MP and “cusps” are comparable. In the equatorial plane (Figures 1a and 1b), the situation is equivalent although a stronger magnetic field is noticed very close to the planet for SIMU2. This difference is mainly due to the centered dipole contribution which is more intense at Z = 0 than the shifted dipole. Closed field lines are mainly present in the northern hemisphere (Figures 2a and 2b).

24] The situation is drastically different in the Southern hemisphere (−Z hemisphere). SIMU1 results emphasize a larger magnetosphere and the shock is more extended than in SIMU2. The mathematical representation of the dipolar and quadrupolar field induces a magnetic dome of closed field lines near the South Pole (Figure 2b). “Cusps” are larger in SIMU2 and extend to lower latitudes than in SIMU1.

[25] The average BS position, deduced from observations, is usually represented by a conic section with cylindrical symmetry with respect to the Sun-Mercury axis. It is modeled by a formula [Russell, 1977; Slavin and Holzer, 1981]:

$$r_{BS} = \frac{L}{1 + \varepsilon \cos(\theta_{BS})},$$

$r_{BS}$ and $\theta_{BS}$ are the polar coordinates, $L$ is the distance to the BS in the focus plane (taken here to contain the center of the planet) and $\varepsilon$ its eccentricity.

[26] Parameters of the conic sections corresponding to MESSENGER observations [Slavin et al. 2009; Moldovan et al., 2011] and simulations are listed in Table 2. It has to be noticed that Moldovan et al. [2011, Figure 3] show a large dispersion of BS crossings. Some characteristics of the conic sections appear in Table 2 where $L_X$ corresponds to the SW stand-off distance and $X_0$ the focus of the conic. The average stand-off distances determined for the Hermean BS are very close to the Martian BS characteristic values (about 1.6 Martian radii [Vignes et al., 2000]) and significantly smaller than that of the Terrestrial BS (about 13 Terrestrial radii [Slavin and Holzer, 1981]).
[27] Figure 1 shows that the shock is larger in the XZ plane than in the XY plane in both simulations emphasizing an important asymmetry and therefore the limitation of cylindrical symmetry assumption of the shock [Russell, 1977; Slavin and Holzer, 1981].

[28] In order to compare with MESSENGER observations, simulated BS positions have been fitted separately in the XY and XZ planes, allowing slightly different stand-off distances in XY and XZ planes.

[29] BS asymmetries are generally linked to the IMF orientation [Trávníček et al., 2010; Fujimoto et al., 2007]. In the XY plane, the simulated BS and magnetosphere are slightly more extended in –Y direction because of the negative BY component of the IMF (Figures 1a and 1b). XZ plane asymmetry is the consequence of internal magnetic field representation which is an important driver of the structure of the magnetosphere [Fujimoto et al., 2007]. The results show weaker magnetic field intensity in the southern hemisphere in both simulations. This feature can be easily explained for SIMU1 and is a consequence of the Northward shifted dipole. The weak magnetic field region near the South geographic pole in SIMU2 hails from the destructive sum of the dipolar and the quadrupolar fields in this region. As a consequence, the BS and the Magnetosphere are more extended in +Z direction.

[30] Simulated BS positions fits have eccentricities close to 1 and larger SW stand-off distance (∼1.1 RM) than in the calculations of Moldovan et al. [2011] and Slavin et al. [2009] (∼1.7 RM) deduced from MESSENGER observations. Simulated BS crossings both in SIMU1 and SIMU2 are consistent with the dispersion of BS crossings observed by Moldovan et al. [2011].

[31] SW parameters are highly variable at Mercury and because of its important orbit eccentricity, the planet undergoes very different average SW conditions [Sarantos et al., 2007]. Magnetosphere and BS dimensions are strongly connected to the upstream environment conditions: in particular, the SW dynamic pressure and the IMF will affect the structure of the Magnetosphere and the different boundary positions [Fujimoto et al., 2007; Trávníček et al., 2007, 2010]. Former simulations predict a paraboloidal-like BS shape with a stand-off distance ranging from the surface to 2.4 RM [Kabin et al., 2000; Kallio and Janhunen, 2003; Trávníček et al., 2007; Müller et al., 2011]. However, these results differ significantly from the results of Wang et al. [2010] who suggest a “squashed paraboloid” with a stand-off distance close to 3 RM. It is worth noticing that MESSENGER reveals a large dynamic of the BS crossings and the simulated BS is well in the range of these BS crossings. SIMU2 predicts a BS position which in better agreement with the average position than SIMU1.

3.2. Comparison With MESSENGER Observations on April 23, 2011

[32] Components of the simulated magnetic field are compared to MESSENGER observations. Without monitoring the key parameters of the SW (particle number densities, velocity and temperature), simulations cannot be performed with the appropriate upstream parameters and reaching a close similarity with MESSENGER measurements is not expected.

[33] Figure 3 displays magnetic field components, in the Mercury Solar Orbital (MSO) coordinates, for the April 23, 2011 MESSENGER orbit between 16:00 and 21:00. Observations and simulations results are compared in Figure 3. To perform this diagnostic a virtual spacecraft is flew in the simulation according to MESSENGER trajectory and simulated magnetic field components are recorded along the trajectory. The projections of MESSENGER trajectory of April 23, 2011, between 16:00 UTC and 21:00 UTC, are displayed on Figure 1. After passing through the southern hemisphere, from 16:00 UTC to 17:00 UTC, MESSENGER reached the northern hemisphere at about 17:00 UTC and the Closest Approach (CA) near the North Pole with an altitude of ~200 km, at 18:00 UTC. Then MESSENGER returned in the southern hemisphere around 18:25 UTC.

[34] Figures 3a–3d represent respectively the total magnetic field, the BX, BY and BZ components. The color code associated to Figure 3 is the following: black indicates observations, blue SIMU1 solution and red SIMU2 solution.

[35] The simulated magnetic field is globally in good accordance with observations and the general trend is well reproduced in both simulations. The observed and simulated components of the field present many similarities: the BZ is the dominating component and the sign of the components changes practically at the same time. MESSENGER observed the outbound BS crossings at about 20:10 UTC while SIMU1 and SIMU2 predict a BS crossing respectively at 20:30 UTC (farther from the planet) and 19:50 UTC (closer to the planet). The inbound BS crossings for SIMU1, SIMU2 and observations almost coincide and occurred at ~17:00 UTC.

[36] Before CA, when the virtual spacecraft is in the northern part of the magnetosphere, SIMU1 and SIMU2 mimic the magnetic field profiles observed by MESSENGER along its orbit. Such feature is not surprising since the internal magnetic field for SIMU2 is set up to have a similar representation than SIMU1 in the northern hemisphere. Therefore from the inbound pass a Northward shifted dipole and a combination of centered DQ with adjusted relative coefficient provide a similar solution. After the CA, from 18:20, the magnetic field components of SIMU1 and SIMU2 start to differ, while the virtual spacecraft reaches the southern hemisphere.

[37] The Btot intensity is more important (of ∼50 nT) for both simulations than for MESSENGER observations at CA which derives from the BZ component of the simulated magnetic field and there is a significant discordance between the observations and the two simulations occurring after the closest approach 18:20–19:00/19:10 UTC, mainly due to the simulated BX component. The simulated southern magnetic lobe seems to have larger magnetic field amplitude than the observations. This feature is also noticed on some of the orbital observations of the magnetic field.

[38] The disagreement between the global model and in situ data can be caused by several factors. Trávníček et al. [2007] have illustrated the effect of high and low SW dynamical pressure on Mercury’s magnetosphere. Therefore in absence of SW information, the SW density and velocity used in the simulations can differ from SW values that Mercury was facing during the specific time interval and influence the magnetospheric structure. Moreover, although the IMF is quite stable on that date, there is a small variation.
of the IMF component (of a few nT) between inbound and outbound (Table 1), larger change of the IMF could occur while MESSENGER was in the magnetosphere and generate a quick reconfiguration, although this scenario is quite unlikely. Despite the assumption that the planetary plasma has a negligible influence on the current, it could have local effects which are missing in this simulation model. Finally, since Mercury’s conductivity is assumed to play a role in the closure of the magnetospheric current, a conductive planet may influence the configuration of the magnetosphere [Janhunen and Kallio, 2004]. The absence of surface conductivity in the simulation model might result in modifying the electric current circuit in the magnetosphere.

4. Conclusion

Simulations of Mercury’s interaction with the SW were performed using a three dimensional parallelized multispecies hybrid model in order to investigate the sensitivity of the Mercury’s intrinsic magnetic field representation. Simulations have been run with a northward OD of 484 km and a magnetic moment equal to 196 nT × R_M^3 (SIMU1) according to Anderson et al. [2011], and a combination of dipole and quadrupole magnetic field with adjusted respective coefficients which provide similar magnetic field values than a shifted dipole in northern latitudes higher than 50° (SIMU2).

[m] The main structures of the interaction between the SW and Mercury are well reproduced in the simulations. The results show a detached BS, a magnetosheath, a magnetotail, a neutral current sheet and the “cusps.” This study emphasizes numerous discrepancies between the two simulations. In SIMU1, the shock and the magnetosphere are wider than in SIMU2, especially in the southern hemisphere, and the north-south asymmetry apparent in both simulations is increased in SIMU2. The comparison between the simulated

Figure 3. Comparison of the simulated and observed (a) magnetic field intensity and (b–d) components along MESSENGER orbit of April 23, 2011. Simulations results are represented by the blue curve (SIMU1) and the red curve (SIMU2), the magnetic field observed by MESSENGER corresponds to the black curve. The Closest Approach and the BS crossings are indicated in Figure 3a.
BS, in the two cases, and the average positions of the BS estimated with MESSENGER observations gives a better accordance for SIMU2, mainly in the southern hemisphere. In SIMU2, the magnetosphere is very atypical, presenting a region of closed field lines near the South Pole with a weak magnetic field which is the cause of the important north-south asymmetry. Simulations showed satisfying agreement with MESSENGER observations of the magnetic field on April 23, 2011, though both simulations overestimate the CA magnetic field intensity and the outbound crossing occurs later in SIMU1 and earlier in SIMU2 than in observations. The OD and DQ models imply large differences in the southern magnetosphere although these differences are not entirely reflected along the orbit of MESSENGER. By examining closely the southern magnetosphere and the BS and magnetopause crossings, complementary information could be used to constrain the intrinsic magnetic field properties.

[41] It is worth noticing that the kinetic formalism adopted for this study is not expected to be determinant and similar conclusions could be reached with a 3D (single or multifluid) MHD simulation model. Having already developed hybrid models for small planets and moons like Mars, Titan and Ganymede we have logically adapted our simulation program to Mercury in order to study its magnetosphere where kinetic effects on ions are expected. A similar choice has been made by Trávníček [2007], Killio and Janhunen [2003], Wang et al. [2010] and Müller et al. [2012] Parameters of the SW corresponding to these observations are unknown and an incorrect set of simulation parameters may induce such dissimilarities.

[42] The planetary plasma is not taken into account in the present study. Despite the small density of the magnetospheric plasma, MESSENGER observations reported localized substantial amounts which can locally influence the currents and the plasma pressure. The inclusion of planetary plasma in the model will improve the description of Mercury’s magnetosphere.
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